
Postmodernism

'After'

Postmodernism - appears late
quarter of 20th Century

Context: Advanced
industrial

society

The individual as a
collection of

'economic' desires

Speeding up -
(Hyper) Modern -

acceleration of
culture

Simulation

Jean Baudrillard
Plato -

Simulacrum
(Cave)

Orders of simulacrum

symbolic order reflects

established modes of
dress/caste system
NATURAL SOCIAL

HEIRARCHY

first order 

18th-19thC - Emergence of bespoke
handicraft - enables illusion of mobility

HAND CRAFTS produce garments -
Fashion system - small scale - one offs

second order

emergence of
industrial production

Mass production of
signs - signs can be

bought

third order

simulation - the
"real as simulation"

- hyper-reality
(more real then real)

Gulf War will
not take place

Gulf War is
not taking place

Gulf War did
not take place

Positions Gulf
War as a

'simulation'
Heavily

mediated war -
takes place
largely on
screens -

soldiers become
blips on screen

- 'smart'
missiles - CNN

was sold eclusive
rights to

coverage before
the war broke

out

computing

synthetic manufacture - 'smart materials'

Bio engineering

the grid and virtuality

complexity

Gus Van Sant - 'Psycho' Remake

Difference and
Repetition

Poor critical reception - but it
is not the 'film' that matters it
is the interstice between the

original and the remake

A 'shot for shot' remake but with a
postmodern sensibility

5 Obstructions - Lars Von Trier

Anti - modernism

Anti-Modernism
- Empahsise - Decline

John Ruskin

Craft Movement late
19th/early 20th C

quality of life -
textiles -

woodworking

soft
anti-modernism

(pluralist)
'return' to
nature -

illusion of
escape

 'alienated'
proffesionals

alienation

in rationalised labour
(production line) we are

'alienated' from the
products that we produce

Tolkien - 'a sub
creation' (subculture)

novels, films, music, role
playing games 'virtual

realities'

formation of cults -
charismatic leaders

Pluralism -
'World Building'

RHIZOME

Wittgenstein (1959)

RHIZOME AS STRUCTURE
(DESCRIBED IN TERMS OF NOUNS - NO TEMPORALITY)

Deleuze & Guattari (1987)

RHIZOME AS CHANGING STRUCTURE
(VERBS - ALL TEMPORALITY)

complexity -
'wicked problem'

William Morris

TS Eliot- Wasteland

Henri Bergson

mechanisation/atomisation -
'something mechanical
encrusted on the living'

Yeats 'centre
cannot hold'

Destruction of nature,
fragmentation, cultural

dissolution

'Hard' Anti-Modernism

Fundamentalist

direct attack

ecological
anti-modernism

sustainabiilty

Unabomber - "Industrial
Society and its Future"

survivalist maths professor

drops out - lives as a recluse in a
cabin - produces postal bombs

and a manifesto

return to
pre-industrial ways of

living

ecologist

Dialectical definition

Anti-Modernism
remains 'rational' in its

rejection of
modernism

Modernity

Early Industrial Technology

Print Culture / Perspective (McLuhan)

Understanding Media - The Extensions
of Man

Universalism

ProgressAmputation

medium is the message

global villiage

Modernism

Progress

Technocentric
Rationalism

Heroism

formalism

experimentation

How we think
change/diffference

How we think form/identity

How we think
humanity

How we think culture

How we think 'reality' or 'the real'

How we think
'normality'


